OMHS Choir
Crew/Backstage Parent Meeting
2019-2020 Season
Load in Equipment
Same setup as Muses plus two black blocks on the outer right and left (these will
have to be built)
Creating wings with the side TV trusses and kids will pass between them
entering and exiting the stage.
Middle TV bracket of TV’s will have one piece of trussing and then will utilize a
truss crank so it can be lowered through the doors and for attaching the TV’s
at a safe height
Two largest wing TV trusses
TV Hanging Brackets
We need the Large TV brackets to be welded so contact Zauchin if you have any
welding contacts
TV’s will travel in cases and have to be affixed to the frames on arrival
Electronics/wiring will already be intact
TV Façade Frames
Mrs. Vest has an idea on a material for the frames
Needs to be as light as possible
Painted a gloss black
Façade is to be a frame all the way around the face of TV’s
Wing TV frames need two hooks to hang the sequin drapes for Muses show
LED Light Boxes
Need 16 of them
Lights purchased from Amazon
Coroplast (corrugated plastic)
Steel studs with 2x4 ends

-

Will need holes in the 2x4’s to run the wiring/cabling through
Silicone caulking
Polyethylene (16gauge)
8’x 16’x 3.5’
Velcro on front of the riser and the back of the box to ensure they don’t tilt

TV Road Cases
Keep packaging material from TV’s so it can be placed in the road case
3 TV’s per case to keep them small enough to fit through an avg door
Lighting Road Case
Needs to have egg crate material
Need a side box for each case for the associated cables and adapters
Possibly can use the black boxes from last year’s lighting trusses as repurposed
light storage
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